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In their continuation prognosis, companies must prepare themselves for a U-shaped 

crisis course with a significantly reduced post-crisis turnover level

Covid-19 Crisis Management – continuation scenarios
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V-form = optimistic

Short decline and rapid recovery to pre-crisis level; 

return to "old" sales level; no loss in value (NPV)

"significant loss of sales in longer 

shock/reduced post-crisis growth"
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Due to the expected social and economic effects, business models must be challenged 

and adjusted

Covid-19 Revitalization - The "Post-Covid-19" business model

Key trends
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changed customer 
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stability of (sales) markets 

(purchasing power, existence)

customer loyalty/ brand loyalty 

(behaviour during the crisis)
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and value chain

stakeholder expectations

changes in competition 

(Survivor + performance)

crisis "new entrants" 

(possibly from outside the industry)

changes in product/service offering

impact on employees / culture / values

Claiming social responsibility (CSR) 

technology application/ relevance

legal changes

changed economic and technological 

infrastructure and competence

availability of assets and other resources

global market conditions (specific effects on 

sales/sourcing regions)

access to capital markets / changed requirements for 

crisis-proof financing partners


